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Abstract

Introduction of hydrogen in global energy system can lead to lower CO2 emissions (high end-use efficiency; low-carbon production of
hydrogen) but might also increase CO2 emissions (producing hydrogen from coal). We used the long-term energy model TIMER 2.0, to study
the use and production of hydrogen and its influence on global CO2 emissions. This is done using a set of scenarios with assumptions on
technology development, infrastructural barriers and climate policy (CP). We found that even under optimistic assumptions hydrogen plays a
minor role in the global energy system until the mid-21st century due to the system inertia—but could become a dominant secondary energy
carrier in the second half of the century. Hydrogen is mainly produced from coal and natural gas. Hence, hydrogen-rich scenarios without
climate policy increase CO2 emissions up to 15% by 2100 compared to the baseline. However, if climate policy is assumed, CO2 from fossil
feedstock-based hydrogen production is captured and sequestrated, which indicates that an energy system that includes hydrogen is much more
flexible in responding to climate policy.
� 2006 International Association for Hydrogen Energy. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

For at least several decades, the idea of hydrogen-based en-
ergy systems has attracted the attention of engineers and envi-
ronmental scientists. Interest first surged in the early 1970s in
response to the first oil crisis and the growing concerns about
environmental issues [1–3]. The perceived advantages at that
time were its nearly zero emissions (improving air quality) and
the possibility of local production on the basis of a variety
of fuels (decreasing dependence on imported oil) [4,5]. Inter-
est subsided after the oil price decline in the mid-1980s but
resurged in the early 2000s, now also due to its potential role in
reducing greenhouse gas emissions (see for instance, initiatives
from both public and private parties: [6–10]).
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While the contribution of hydrogen in improving urban air
quality and dependence on imported oil is obvious, its role in re-
ducing climate change is less straightforward. On the one hand,
the high end-use efficiency in fuel cells and the possibility to
produce hydrogen from non-fossil sources or clean fossil fuels
(fossil fuel combustion in combination with carbon-capture-
and-storage, CCS)—could reduce greenhouse gas emissions
from the energy system [11–13]. On the other hand, hydro-
gen can also be produced from relatively cheap coal with-
out CCS technology, which leads across the whole chain to a
considerably higher carbon/energy ratio than today’s energy
technologies [14]. In addition, the question remains whether
hydrogen-based technologies will ever be cheap enough to be
an effective competitor to fossil-based and non-fossil-based
technologies. These contradictory arguments contribute to the
uncertainty in the contribution of hydrogen to the mitigation of
greenhouse gas emission.

Model-based scenario studies have been designed to as-
sess the role of hydrogen in future energy systems and the
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Table 1
Comparison of several hydrogen studies that use long-term global energy models

[13] [12] [14]

Model MESSAGE-MACRO GET 1.0 MiniCAM
Scenario IPCC/SRES B1-H2 IIASA/WECa IPCC/SRES B2
Climate target 400 ppmv 550 ppmv
Time Initiated 2000 Initiated between 2030 and 2050 Initiated 2010

10% market 2030 30% market 2060
Production Small-scale SMR and off-peak electrolysis Small-scale SMR Coal/gas/biomass

Large-scale SMR with CO2-seq. Large-scale SMR and Coal with CO2-seq. CO2-seq.
Biomass and solar thermal Solar

Applied in sectors Transport residential/service Transport Transport
industry

End-use technology Micropower (also from vehicles) Fuel cells Fuel cells and direct combustion
CHP from FC plants

Infrastructure Pipeline Short pipelines, trucks, trunk lines

aThis is an “ecologically driven” scenario which assumes that technological development leads to efficiency improvements, so that per capita energy demand
in developed countries is reduced.

potential consequences for future carbon emissions and climate
policy (CP). For this purpose, global energy models have been
extended to also cover hydrogen-based technologies. These in-
clude, for instance, the MESSAGE [13], MiniCam [14] and
GET [12] models. Such scenario studies, however, have not led
to a single, consistent view on potential hydrogen-based energy
systems. GET and MESSAGE model runs indicate a very im-
portant role of hydrogen in reducing greenhouse gas emissions
[12,13]. Other scenarios indicate a possible increase in such
emissions as a result of increasing coal uses [14]. These model
results confirm the technical analysis indicating the existence
of quite diverse technological pathways. Apparently, the future
role of hydrogen depends on specific model assumptions—or
even model structure—and the type of scenario considered (e.g.
baseline or mitigation).

To explore the relationship between assumptions and out-
comes for hydrogen-based energy systems in global energy
models in more detail, we have performed a series of model
experiments in the TIMER 2.0 model. In these experiments,
we specifically look into the question which uncertainties in-
fluence the potential role of hydrogen in future energy systems
and to what extent, and how the potential role of hydrogen is
related to CP.

This article describes the results of this analysis. We first
summarise the results of a literature survey on assumptions for
production technologies, infrastructure development and differ-
ent end-use functions and related technologies. Values found
in literature have been translated into pessimistic, intermedi-
ate and optimistic scenarios for hydrogen technology develop-
ment. These three sets of assumptions are used as input for
model experiments and scenario construction with the TIMER
2.0 model, using the TIMER B2 baseline scenario as refer-
ence (see Section 3.2). Model runs are presented for six dif-
ferent cases: the baseline and a climate mitigation scenario,
each in combination with the three hydrogen variants men-
tioned above. This set allows us to explore most of the potential
H2-scenarios which seem to matter on the basis of present-day
insights.

2. The future of hydrogen: what does scientific literature
say?

2.1. Ranges of assumptions in literature as basis for scenarios

There is a vast literature on the future possibilities of hydro-
gen energy. Some use full-fledged energy models, others are
based on partial analyses or expert views. Focus, method and
results show significant differences. Several scenario studies
looking specifically into the role of hydrogen project a major
role for this energy carrier in future energy systems—although
timing and intensity of introduction differ significantly (see
Table 1 for a subset of these scenarios). But other scenario stud-
ies, the short-term energy projections of the IEA among them,
hardly pay attention to hydrogen [15]. As with several other as-
pects of future energy systems, there is a lively debate on pros
and cons of hydrogen-based energy systems [4,16–19].

As a basis for our model experiments and scenario construc-
tion, we have done a careful analysis of published long-term
hydrogen studies [20]. In the brief overview in this paper, we
focus on a sub-set, for which the main characteristics are shown
in Table 1. We discuss the assumptions and results of these
studies in relation to three important issues: (1) the type of
technologies used to produce hydrogen; (2) the type of tech-
nologies and applications in end-use; and (3) the technical and
economic aspects of infrastructure developments.

2.2. Production

Currently, hydrogen is widely used in oil refineries, pro-
duced by steam methane reforming (SMR) and of coal and
oil residues gasification. However, most carbon neutral hy-
drogen production technologies for energy purposes (so,
large-scale and low-cost) are currently still in the laboratory
phase, or at best in the demonstration phase. In literature,
some studies include only those in the demonstration phase
[13,21], while others also include anticipated future tech-
nologies such as biophotocatalytics and photolysis [7]. While
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Table 2
Ranges of hydrogen production technology characteristics from literature

Technology Current capital cost ($/kW-H2) Efficiency (%) Source

Coal gasification (CG) 500–900 60–65 [21,47,48]
Partial oxidation of oil (PO) 400–600 50–60 [49]
Steam methane reforming (SMR) 100–350 75–85 [21,23,50]
Biomass gasification (BG) 800–1400 50–70 [21,47,48,50,51]
Electrolysis (E) 350–2000 75–85 [21,23,47]
Solar thermal (ST) 3000–10 000 50 [52,53]
Small-scale steam methane reforming (SSMR) 2000–4000 75–85 [21,23,50]

Table 3
Ranges of fuel cell characteristics from literature

Technology Current capital cost ($/kWe) Future capital cost Efficiency Source

Proton exchange membrane (PEM) mobile 1200–1500 45–600 $/kW 30–60% [21,23,54]
PEM stationary 1400 60%e/40%th [39]
Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) stationary 1100 45%e/35%th [39]

the latter category can be important on the long term, their
assessment implies a quantification bordering on speculation.

Interestingly, there is convergence regarding the initial de-
velopment of a hydrogen energy system. Natural gas plays
an important role, almost all transition scenarios start with
small-scale production of hydrogen from natural gas via SMR,
possibly in combination with electrolysis during off-peak hours
[12,13,21]. In the long term, literature shows three different
possible configurations of the large-scale hydrogen energy
system:

• large-scale production of hydrogen from fossil sources,
mainly coal and natural gas [13,14,21,22];

• a situation with climate constraints, when a fossil-based hy-
drogen system can be combined with CCS [14]; and

• renewable hydrogen production, based on biomass gasifica-
tion, direct solar thermal hydrogen production and electrol-
ysis from solar or wind electricity [13].

These configurations do not necessarily exclude each other,
most studies found a succession of hydrogen production tech-
nologies, mainly first fossil based and second towards a CCS
or a renewable-based system.

The costs of producing hydrogen consist largely of feedstock
and investment costs. Ranges for the specific investment cost
and efficiency estimates for hydrogen production technologies
reported in literature for the next few decades are given in
Table 2. Future hydrogen production costs are generally as-
sumed to be lower than current values as a result of technology
development. For small-scale SMR, costs are generally signif-
icantly higher than that of large-scale SMR but some authors
expect cost declines down to the level of large-scale SMR. We
developed our scenarios, which we describe later, from these
literature data (see Appendix B). We only used solar thermal
hydrogen production as climate neutral backstop technology
and excluded nuclear thermal.

2.3. End-use

The primary end-use technology associated with hydrogen
is the fuel cell. Since fuel cells produce both heat and power,
possible applications are almost infinite, and hence, literature
on future hydrogen energy applications describes a wide range
of possibilities. The main advantage of fuel cells is in vehicular
applications, as they double the efficiency of transport com-
pared to current internal combustion engines (ICEs). Another
advantage is that these fuel cells theoretically can also deliver
electricity to the grid while the car is parked. This application of
micropower influences the central power production and makes
fuel cells more profitable [5,13]. Most authors therefore project
the most significant break-through of hydrogen (if any) in the
future transport sector (even without electricity delivery).

A smaller number of authors expect the application of hydro-
gen energy in other economic sectors as well. The possibility of
small-scale combined heat and power production is attractive
for households and offices that can install their own fuel cell
[4,13]. Expectations for hydrogen in the industrial sector are
more moderate. As many industrial applications can be served
directly by electricity or other fuels, hydrogen is expected only
to fulfil niche functions [13].

So far, fuel cells are produced at a small scale at high costs,
but mass production is expected to bring major cost reductions
[23,24]. The premature stage of fuel cell technology makes lit-
erature data somewhat speculative. As shown in Table 3, lit-
erature on current cost is relatively consistent, estimating fuel
cell cost about 1100–1500 $/kW. However, estimations of fu-
ture costs vary heavily, some studies project moderate cost re-
ductions, while others foresee enormous breakthroughs with
mass production.

An aspect of fuel cells that is currently under debate is the
efficiency in vehicular applications. As current ICEs have a
tank-to-wheel efficiency of 15–21%, and a future expected
maximum of 25% (ICE-Hybrids excluded), the theoretical
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Table 4
Hydrogen infrastructure costs

Technology Cost Source

Storage (3 days)
Liquid 6–18 $/GJ [21,55]
Compressed gas 2–4.5 $/GJ [21,55]
Metal hydrides 3–7 $/GJ [55]

Transport
Pipeline 0.1–0.5 $/GJ/100 km [21]
Liquid truck 0.2–1.5 $/GJ/100 km [47]
Gas truck 4.9–29.4 $/GJ/100 km [47]
Metal hydrides truck 2.6–16.4 $/GJ/100 km [47]

Distribution
Refuelling station 4–6 $/GJ [21]

efficiency of fuel cells in mobile applications is definitely
higher than current technology. However, as fuel cells in cars
will seldom work at maximum power, estimates of the effec-
tive fuel cell efficiency are lower. Some authors project the real
efficiency to be 30–36% [25], 36–41% for an North-American
driving cycle [26] and 44–49% for an European driving cycle
[10]. We used the whole range that we found in literature for
the development of our scenarios (see Appendix B).

2.4. Infrastructure

The introduction of hydrogen in an energy system requires
substantial changes in infrastructure. Although hydrogen is cur-
rently produced and transported on a small scale for industrial
purposes, large investments are needed to develop a complete
infrastructure for energy applications. Most publications agree
that this is the main barrier for the development of a hydro-
gen economy, and generally, transition studies and government
route maps foresee a first period of small-scale hydrogen use in
niche markets, without a need for distribution networks. From
these small-scale experiments and pilot projects, the applica-
tion and demand for hydrogen can increase, reaching a stage in
which large-scale production becomes affordable [7,8,12,21].
As shown in Table 1, the attention paid to infrastructure devel-
opment varies widely between long-term studies. Some authors
explicitly include several infrastructure options and their costs
[12], while others only state that infrastructure is an important
aspect of hydrogen energy systems [13].

The main uncertainties in the literature on hydrogen infras-
tructure are costs and the form in which hydrogen is transported
(gas, liquid or metal-hydrates). As hydrogen is a rather volu-
minous gas at normal temperature and pressure, it has to be
either pressurised or liquefied. Currently, hydrogen for indus-
trial applications is transported by trucks (liquid) or pipelines
(pressurised gas). Future hydrogen energy systems can be based
on both these technologies, depending on the cost develop-
ment and the demand densities [12,21]. In any case, the trans-
port infrastructure costs will contribute considerably to the
hydrogen price (see Table 4). Pipelines are the cheapest way of
hydrogen transport, but are only affordable in case of a high hy-

drogen demand density. Distribution as a liquid by truck is also
relatively cheap, but then storage and liquefation add up to the
price. To deal with these uncertainties, we simulated two steps
in infrastructure development in our model (see Section 3.4)
and varied the costs of transport and distribution in the scenarios
(see Appendix B).

3. Modelling hydrogen in TIMER 2.0

3.1. The TIMER 2.0 model

We used the TIMER 2.0 model to explore the possibilities of
hydrogen in future energy systems. The TIMER 2.0 model is the
energy sub-model of the Integrated Model to Assess the Global
Environment, IMAGE 2.2 [27] that describes the main aspects
of global environmental change. TIMER is a system-dynamics
energy model that simulates year-to-year investment decisions
based on a combination of bottom-up engineering information
and specific rules on investment behaviour, fuel substitution
and technology. TIMER 2.0 [28] is a revised version of the
TIMER 1.0 model [29], with main differences being extension
of renewable energy modelling [30], carbon capture and storage
[31] and hydrogen [32].

In the TIMER 2.0 model the demand for end-use energy
is related to the economic activity in five sectors: industry,
transport, residential, services and other. The demand for-
mulation includes autonomous and price-induced changes
in energy intensity. Energy supply is based on fossil fuels
(coal, oil, natural gas), biomass, solar and wind power, hy-
dropower and nuclear power. Fossil- and biofuels can be
traded among 17 world regions. The production of each pri-
mary energy carrier includes the dynamics of depletion and
learning by doing. To this framework of sub-models we added
a hydrogen model, which is connected to all primary energy
supply models, the electricity model and the energy demand
model.

3.2. The TIMER 2.0 B2 scenario

The baseline scenario used here is the TIMER 2.0 B2
scenario. This scenario, based on the IPCC SRES B2 scenario,
assumes a continuation of present-day trends, with medium
values for population and economic growth. In the implemen-
tation of the scenario, for the period 2000–2030, we have used
the assumptions and results of the IEA reference scenario to
roughly calibrate our scenario against (thus the same popu-
lation and economic growth, and roughly similar energy use
and emission trends). From 2030 onwards, population follows
the UN medium scenario, while economic growth rates are
based on the original B2 scenario. The global population sta-
bilises around 2100, at 10 billion people. The global growth
rate of GDP per capita starts at 2% per year and declines
slowly to 1.5% after 2050. Most currently low-income regions
have relatively high GDP per capita and energy use growth
rates already early in the century. The African regions form an
exception—here economic growth rates above global average
only occur after 2040. Primary energy use, globally, increases
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from 400 EJ today to 1200 EJ in 2100. In the first half of the
century, natural gas use rises rapidly. However, in the second
half of the century, oil and natural gas prices are relatively high
(as result of depletion of low-cost resources). As a result, trends
reverse: coal starts to gain market share in the electricity and
industrial sector and represents 40% of all energy consumed
by the end of the century. Carbon emissions increase from
6 GtC/yr today to 18 GtC/yr around 2100. Compared to most
scenarios published today, these should be regarded as values
slightly above the medium. In the default implementation of
this scenario no penetration of H2 as a major energy carrier is
assumed.

3.3. The TIMER-H2 model

The TIMER-H2 model involves the production, demand, in-
frastructure and technology dynamics of hydrogen-related tech-
nologies, as described below (see Fig. 1). In brief, hydrogen
production costs are determined from capital costs, fuel costs
and (if relevant) CO2 sequestration costs. The costs of en-
ergy services from hydrogen for the end-user are the sum of
these hydrogen production costs (also regarding end-use effi-
ciency) and the end-use capital cost and infrastructure costs.
The market share of hydrogen is determined by the relative
differences of the energy service costs on the basis of hydro-
gen and the same costs based on other energy carriers. The
demand of hydrogen equals the market share times sectoral en-
ergy demand. Subsequently, hydrogen demand is met through
investments into hydrogen production capital. Finally, there is
a feedback loop from technological learning, as hydrogen pro-
duction capital cost decline with increasing cumulative installed
capacity.

3.3.1. Hydrogen production
In TIMER 2.0, hydrogen can be produced from coal gasifi-

cation, partial oxidation of oil, steam reforming of natural gas,
gasification of biomass, electrolysis and direct solar thermal
production of hydrogen. For the production of hydrogen from
natural gas, the model distinguishes between both large-scale
and small-scale SMR. This is in order to simulate a transition
period in which there is no infrastructure and (more expen-
sive) small-scale SMR is the only available technology for
stationary applications of hydrogen energy. The capacity,
investments and depreciation of hydrogen production tech-
nologies are simulated by a vintage stock model, assuming a
life-time of 30 years. The investment shares of hydrogen pro-
duction technologies are based on the mutual cost differences,
weighted in a multinomial logit formula (see Appendix A). The
costs of feedstock for hydrogen production (coal, oil, natural
gas, biomass electricity and solar) and the dynamics of carbon
sequestration resources and capacity are modelled elsewhere in
TIMER.

For each of the technologies, technological progress is sim-
ulated by learning-by-doing curves, describing the dynamics
of decreasing cost as a function of increasing cumulative pro-
duction capacity [33,34]. The concept is applied to the capital

cost of hydrogen production technologies. We assumed tech-
nological learning to be based on global cumulative production
capacity, with variations in specific cost reduction based on
openness between regions and relative contribution of a region
to the global cumulative production capacity. Parameterisation
of technological learning is derived from Barreto et al. [13],
with variations in scenarios. We were not able to find liter-
ature estimates of learning parameters for solar thermal and
small-scale SMR. For these technologies we used a hybrid-
learning method: initially the costs of solar thermal and small-
scale SMR decrease with a constant rate, between 0.4% and
1.5%/yr, simulating R&D developments in the pre-introduction
period. When these technologies become competitive and
production capacity is installed, endogenous technological
learning takes over. Technology for carbon capture and seques-
tration is modelled as add-on to the base technology, using
extra capital- and O&M costs and decreasing the hydrogen
production efficiency. For SMR we assumed that CO2 is only
captured from the pure process stream and not from fuel com-
bustion (88% of total CO2 captured). Coal gasification and POX
involve only a process stream (as energy is provided within
the process itself) and 95% of total CO2 can be captured. Our
assumptions, based on Hendriks et al. [35] are slightly more
positive than the recently published overview by Damen et al.
[36], but must be seen as ‘future values’. The scenario assump-
tions on hydrogen production technologies are based on liter-
ature data as shown in Table 2 and elaborated per scenario in
Appendix B.

3.3.2. Hydrogen end-use
The total energy demand in TIMER 2.0 is based on assump-

tions on changes in population, economic activity and energy
efficiency improvement. Based on mutual differences in useful
energy costs, the market share of secondary energy carriers is
allocated based on a multinomial logit formula (see Appendix
A). We defined useful energy as the energy that is available to
fulfil a demanded energy service, corrected for differences in
end-use efficiency between different energy carriers. Thus, hy-
drogen can penetrate into five end-use markets. Another option
is mixing hydrogen into the natural gas grid. Without creating
difficulties for the end-user (both safety and equipment adjust-
ment), this is only possible up to a maximum level of 5% on
energy basis [35]. It can reasonably be assumed that this op-
tion is only attractive for end-use in the residential and service
sectors. Similar to other end-use market allocation, the share of
hydrogen in natural gas is based on relative costs via a multi-
nomial logit with an upper constraint.

The most important assumptions on end-use are those on
the cost and efficiency of fuel cells. We assume exogenous
cost decline series for fuel cells. For the industry sector we
assumed that solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) will be applied
[37,38]. For other, both stationary and mobile applications
we assumed proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells
[21,23,39]. In the transport sector we consider also variations
in efficiency of PEM fuel cells, as discussed in Section 2.3.
We only assumed differences in technology, without taking
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Fig. 1. Overview of the TIMER-hydrogen model. Arrows indicate influence factors or inputs for calculation.

into account the non-energy cost and differences in service
characteristics (e.g. a revolutionary new vehicle design with
fuel cells). The assumptions for end-use parameters are based
on the ranges presented in Table 3 and can be found in
Appendix B.

Although clean fuels are sometimes exempted from energy
taxes, it is assumed that on the longer run taxes on energy
are needed to maintain the necessary infrastructure. There-
fore, in the pessimistic and intermediate scenario we assume
an energy tax to be applied to hydrogen. For the transport
sector we used the regional taxes on oil, in the other sectors
we used the average value of taxes on other energy carriers.
These taxes are exogenous and region-, time- and scenario-
dependent and based on IEA statistics. Depending on the
region, they amount 1–15 $/GJ in the transport sector and
0.2–1.5 $/GJ in the other sectors. A similar approach is ap-
plied to biofuel, often a direct alternative to hydrogen. In the
optimistic scenario we assumed no taxes on hydrogen, to cre-
ate an optimistic case for both technology development and
policy.

3.3.3. Hydrogen distribution: the transition storyline
Transport and distribution of hydrogen is a major issue in

the transition to a hydrogen energy system. In our model we
distinguish two steps in the hydrogen chain: transport and dis-
tribution. We defined the transport step as the distance from
large-scale plants to residential areas or refuelling stations.
Therefore, transport only applied to hydrogen produced on a

large scale and includes the costs for a hydrogen transport net-
work (e.g. pipelines or trucks). The distribution step includes
the final distribution of hydrogen, e.g. the small-scale network
in residential areas or the refuelling station itself. The costs of
distribution are added to both large-scale and small-scale pro-
duced hydrogen (see Fig. 2).

Because the development of a hydrogen transport infras-
tructure is expensive, hydrogen for stationary applications will
initially only be produced from small-scale SMR plants near
end-use locations. It is only when hydrogen demand density
rises above a certain threshold, investments in large-scale
infrastructure (pipelines) will be made and stationary applica-
tions can be served by both small-scale and large-scale hydro-
gen plants. We assume that hydrogen demand per capita is a
proxy for demand density and use, based on data from Ogden
[21] and Thomas et al. [23], a threshold of 3 (optimistic) to
11 (pessimistic) GJ/cap. For the transport sector we assume
that hydrogen can initially be produced at all scales, since
demand is dispersed and can be provided by truck. Hydrogen
mixed into the natural gas grid is assumed to be produced only
from large-scale production facilities. This transition at above
a certain threshold value is shown in Fig. 2.

The transport and distribution costs for hydrogen are likely
to change in time. We have linked these cost to the hydrogen
demand per capita as well, since a higher hydrogen demand
density leads to shorter transport distances and the transport
technology will become cheaper when it is widely applied. Sev-
eral options for transport of hydrogen were analysed. Based
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Fig. 2. Transition in transport and distribution of hydrogen.

on a spatial analysis by Mintz et al. [40] and the ranges pre-
sented in Table 4, transport costs in the pessimistic scenario
decline from 12 to 6 $/GJ, in the intermediate scenario from 10
to 3 $/GJ and in the optimistic scenario from 10 to 2 $/GJ.

3.4. The TIMER-H2 scenario set

We used values found in literature to develop pessimistic,
intermediate and optimistic scenarios for hydrogen technol-
ogy development. In the pessimistic set of assumptions, we
describe a world in which no major hydrogen-related break-
throughs are established and transitional dilemma’s, like the
chicken–egg problem with demand, supply and infrastructure
development, are not solved. Technologies and costs continue to
improve slowly between now and 2100 towards the lower range
of technology parameters found in literature (see Tables 2–4
and Appendix B). In the intermediate scenario, some promis-
ing improvements in technology are made, but after a while
new boundaries are met. In particular, in the first decades of the
scenario fuel cells rapidly become cheaper. However, after this
initial break-through, further progress slows down. In the pro-
duction phase, no major new costs reduction are achieved—and
partly because the major development of fuel cell markets does
not occur—production capacity stays limited and hydrogen pro-
duction technology does not learn as much as was hoped for.
Some hydrogen distribution infrastructure is developed for the
transport sector, but apart from few niche markets transition is
costly. In this scenario, technologies improve to the lower range
of technology estimates by 2050 but improve more slowly in
the second half of the century towards more intermediate val-
ues. Finally, in the third optimistic scenario, breakthroughs in
hydrogen technology are realised and transitional issues are
vigorously solved. Fuel cells are mass produced at low cost,
hydrogen production technology becomes cheaper and better
through learning and distribution infrastructure is developed
rapidly at low costs. In this scenario, technologies are assumed
to improve rapidly to reach an intermediate range by 2030 and

the most optimistic values in literature in 2100. We assumed
these technology improvements as an exogenous process, and
did not take into account any related costs, for instance R&D
investments. It should be noted that we vary assumptions on
the hydrogen technology itself and that developments in other
technologies (e.g. batteries, hybrid-vehicles) are assumed sim-
ilar in all scenarios.

These three sets of assumptions are combined with the
TIMER 2.0 B2 scenario, as described in Section 3.2. One
additional dimension is added: the existence of CP. All sce-
narios were run in a default case without CP and under the
constraint that greenhouse gas concentrations will be stabilised
at 450 ppmv CO2-equivalent. While different emission profiles
exists to go to 450 ppmv CO2-equivalent, we have used an
emission path from the FAIR model, as described in Refs.
[41,42]. This profile can be interpreted as median scenario in
timing, without major overshoot. Recently published studies
on the probability distribution of climate sensitivity suggest
that such low stabilisation levels are required in order to have
a reasonable chance of reducing global mean temperature
change to 2◦ above pre-industrial levels [43]. For this study,
this ambitious stabilisation target (compared to most literature
published on mitigation scenarios) is chosen to have a clear
signal from CP on the development of the energy system. One
additional scenario is run in case of CP to explore specifically
the role of excluding CCS in the optimistic hydrogen scenario
(as CCS technology costs and acceptance are also uncertain).
This implies that the model is run for nine different cases.
First of all, the B2 baseline and the three hydrogen variants
without CP: the H2 Pessimistic case (NoCP Pes), intermediate
case (NoCP Int) and optimistic case (NoCP Opt). As we found
that under the NoCP Pes scenario no penetration of hydrogen
occurs, this scenario is actually equal to the baseline (and is
thus used for this purpose throughout the paper). The second
scenario set is identical but now with a CP constraining the
CO2-equivalent concentration to 450 ppmv by 2100: CP Pes,
CP Int and CP Opt. The last case is the one without the possi-
bility of carbon capture and sequestration (CP Opt NoCCS).
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4. Results

4.1. Scenarios without Climate Policy (NoCP)

4.1.1. Hydrogen production
Fig. 3 shows the costs of the various options to produce hy-

drogen in OECD Europe in the three scenarios without CP.
In principle, for all options there is a downward pressure on
costs as a result of learning by doing. In terms of the dif-
ferences between the intermediate and optimistic scenario, a
higher progress ratio and lower starting values for investment
costs under the optimistic scenario contribute to making hydro-
gen production more competitive than under the intermediate
scenario. This in turn leads to more investments, driving tech-
nologies further down the learning curve. By the end of the
century the observed cost differences are for more than half
caused by the differences in cumulative capacity; the costs dif-
ferences as a result of different progress ratios play a smaller
role. In addition to the decrease of capital costs from learning
effects, total production costs may increase as feedstock costs
(in particular, oil and natural gas) are expected to increase over
the century.

Fig. 3 shows that hydrogen production from coal and nat-
ural gas is for most of the century the cheapest option. Ini-
tially hydrogen can be produced from large-scale SMR at about
5–10 $/GJ. These costs remain more-or-less constant in the first
50 years, as a result of decreasing investment costs on the one
hand and increasing natural gas prices on the other. The latter
effect dominates by the end of the century, raising production
costs to over 10 $/GJ in all scenarios. This means that in the
second half of the century, hydrogen production from coal is
the cheapest technology, at costs declining to about 5 $/GJ in
the optimistic scenario. The small-scale methane reform option
has relatively high production costs as a result of unfavourable
economies of scale and lower efficiency. Nevertheless, this op-
tion may well be cost-effective in the residential/services sector
where the hydrogen can be produced at the demand site with-
out additional transport costs. The options to produce hydrogen
from oil, electricity and solar–thermal are hardly competitive
in any to the scenarios without CP. Hydrogen produced from
biomass is among the low costs options in the second half of
the century in the intermediate and optimistic case.

Hydrogen production is shown in Fig. 4 (upper graphs).
Hydrogen starts to be produced in the second half of the
century—where under some of the scenarios hydrogen be-
comes competitive (see further in this section). In the pes-
simistic case, hydrogen remains too expensive—and thus there
is no consumption. The production shares shown in Fig. 4 do
obviously directly reflect the costs shown in Fig. 3. The hy-
drogen production in the scenarios is almost exclusively based
on coal and natural gas.

Of course, hydrogen production cost and hence market prices
differ across regions due to differences in coal and gas produc-
tion costs, technology level and trade opportunities. In the Mid-
dle East and the Former Soviet Union (FSU), abundant natural
gas resources lead to relatively low costs for natural gas-based
routes even in the longer term. Regions with large coal re-
sources and less natural gas, in particular East Asia, South Asia
and Southern Africa, have the coal-based route as the cheap-
est hydrogen production technology already at the beginning
of the century.

Interregional fuel trade is possible in the TIMER-model if
there is a large enough price differential [28]. Yet, in none of
our scenarios significant amounts of hydrogen are traded be-
tween regions. This result is also found by Baretto et al. [13]
and is due to the high costs of hydrogen transport over long
distances—in our model simulations 80% higher than of nat-
ural gas transport [21]. Besides, a region needs a large-scale
hydrogen infrastructure before it can start importing or export-
ing. However, hydrogen trade causes a significant increase in
international coal-trade compared to the baseline scenario, in
particular towards OECD Europe, South East Asia and South
America.

4.1.2. Hydrogen end-use
The price of hydrogen for end-users varies per region and

sector, due to differences in production technologies, transport
and distribution cost and different energy taxes. Fig. 5 shows
a breakdown of the hydrogen price in the transport sector
of OECD Europe. In our results, transport is the first sector
where hydrogen penetrates the market. The figure shows that
production costs represent about 50% of all end-use costs
(excluding taxes). The other half is formed by transport and
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distribution cost (again excluding taxes). The figure also shows
that end-use taxes could represent a major share of end use
prices. Globally compared, energy taxes are highest in the
transport sector of OECD Europe, which causes a significant
difference between the intermediate (tax equal to oil) and
optimistic (no tax) scenarios. In all other regions and sectors
these differences are much smaller. We found that, although the
energy tax has a significant impact on the hydrogen cost, it does
not influence the penetration of hydrogen in the Pessimistic
scenario.

The direct alternative of hydrogen in the transport sec-
tor, oil, has an end-use price of about 15 $/GJ in the OECD
European transport sector. However, because hydrogen is more
efficiently applied in fuel cells, the useful energy price of hy-
drogen is in the NoCP Int scenario 30% higher than oil in 2020,
about equal in 2050 and 30% lower in 2100. In the NoCP Opt
scenario, useful energy cost hydrogen in the transport sector
of OECD Europe are 30% lower than oil in 2020 and 80%
in 2100.

Thus, with our assumptions, hydrogen is in the NoCP Int
scenario only competitive in the transport sector, although
some hydrogen is also mixed into the natural gas grid and
thus indirectly delivered to the residential and service sector
(Fig. 6 upper left). In the residential and service sector,

hydrogen cannot compete in the combined heat-and-power
(CHP)/fuel cell application with natural gas and electricity.
In the NoCP Opt scenario, hydrogen technology improves so
much that it penetrates not only the transport but also the resi-
dential and service sector markets (Fig. 6, upper right). Large-
scale use for transport takes off around 2015 and is completed
at the end of the century. In the built environment hydrogen
becomes globally a major final end-use carrier by the end
of the century, providing 45% of the residential and 35% of
the services sector—although electricity (24% and 57% resp.)
and natural gas (7% and 4% resp.) keep a significant market
share as well. Even now, however, there is no large-scale pen-
etration of hydrogen in the industry sector as it can still not
compete with coal, biomass and to some degree oil in this
market.

A closer look at the results indicates that OECD Europe,
Eastern Europe and Japan are the first regions where hydrogen
is introduced in all scenarios with hydrogen penetration. This
early introduction of hydrogen can be explained from higher
energy prices and taxes in these regions, which are not levied
on hydrogen in the NoCP Opt scenario and are thus an im-
plicit subsidy for hydrogen. At the end of the 21st century the
worldwide penetration of hydrogen into final energy consump-
tion is about 40% in the optimistic scenario, with 50–60% in
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Canada, OECD Europe and Japan and less than 35% in Africa
and South Asia. Because hydrogen has in the intermediate sce-
nario a higher price and thus is less competitive viz-à-viz other
options which are introduced in response to rising oil and gas
prices, penetration is significantly less: worldwide 20% in 2100,
with 25–30% in Canada, USA, OECD Europe and Oceania and
less than 15% in Africa.

4.1.3. Primary energy use
The simulation experiments suggest that the introduction of

hydrogen can have important strategic and environmental con-
sequences for the world energy system. It can reduce local
emission as it is a clean fuel, in particular urban pollution from
transport. It may also shift energy trade patterns as it can sub-
stitute for oil while being produced from coal or natural gas.
However, the resulting primary energy use may for this very
reason worsen the problem of climate change. As Fig. 7 shows,
coal use is in the NoCP scenarios with hydrogen significantly
higher than in the baseline scenario (upper middle and right
vs. upper left graph). It also accelerates the use of natural gas,
causing a more rapid depletion and subsequent decline in use
of this relatively low-carbon fuel. Hydrogen thus brings a new

golden era for coal: by 2100 coal satisfies 60% of world energy
demand.

What are the consequences of such a scenario? First, it pre-
sumes that such vast amounts of coal—in the order of 28 billion
ton per year, half of which for hydrogen—can be produced and
processed. In the model, this production mainly occurs in the
USA and East Asia. Obviously, coal mining and transport at
this scale will cause huge mass flows with environmental con-
sequences. Second, it has consequences for CO2 emissions. In
fact, until 2080 the differences in carbon emission between the
pessimistic (no H2), intermediate and optimistic case are small
because both coal and natural gas use increase at the expense
of oil (see Fig. 8, coal with a higher carbon content and gas
with a lower carbon content). However, in the scenario with-
out hydrogen penetration emissions start to decline after 2080
as a result of the growth of non-carbon options such as nu-
clear, wind/solar, biomass. Interestingly, a successful hydrogen
penetration implies, without CP, that as a result of increased
coal use, carbon emissions keep growing in the last part of the
21st century. Thus, CO2 emissions of the intermediate and op-
timistic scenarios are, respectively, 6% and 15% higher than
the baseline scenario.
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4.2. Scenarios with Climate Policy (CP)

To explore the relationship between hydrogen-based energy
systems and CP in more detail, we have simulated three addi-
tional scenarios in which the CO2-equivalent concentration is
stabilized at 450 ppmv by the end of the century. This is an
ambitious goal and it requires the introduction of a rapidly in-
creasing carbon tax. The carbon tax serves in the TIMER model
simulations as a generic way to stimulate all kinds of measures
to reduce carbon emissions—all elements of more detailed CP
formulations, such as increasing energy efficiency, stimulating
renewable and nuclear energy options and the introduction of
CCS [44].

One of the most striking results is that less hydrogen is used
in the scenarios with CP. This can be explained from two dy-
namics: first, due to energy savings the total demand for energy
is lower with CP (see e.g. Fig. 7) and second, hydrogen now
competes directly with biofuels. As the costs of hydrogen rise
with CP, because of CCS technology and rest-emissions, the
costs of biofuel stay the same. In the CP Int scenario, the share
of biofuel in the transport sector decreases at the expense of
hydrogen. In the CP Opt scenario hydrogen is pushed aside by
biofuels in the built environment, as it stays as the main energy
carrier in the transport sector.

Fig. 9 shows the carbon tax (or carbon-price) profiles which
are required to force the carbon emissions along a 450 CO2-
equivalent concentration profile. Our results show that hydro-
gen introduction can actually play an important role in CP (as
suggested by the large differences between scenarios). The rea-
son is that once the energy system (and in particular the trans-
port sector) has hydrogen penetration, the additional costs to
produce hydrogen from fossil fuels with CCS are limited com-
pared to hydrogen production without CCS. Without hydrogen,
reducing CO2 emissions to very low levels is complicated by
the high-cost reductions in the transport sector.
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Fig. 9. Global carbon price in the hydrogen scenarios with climate policy.
With pessimistic assumptions on hydrogen technology and cost, no penetration
occurs.

In the CP Int scenario, hydrogen is produced from fos-
sil fuel CCS technologies. Hydrogen costs in end-use remain
competitive and the world can by the end of the century use
twice as much coal as at present despite the climate constraint
(Fig. 7, lower middle graph). This leads to the significantly
lower carbon tax (Fig. 9) which is also reflected in the low
additional costs of CP in hydrogen end-use prices (Fig. 5,
lower graphs). The favourite hydrogen-based carbon emission
reduction options are first gas- and then coal-conversion with
CCS (Fig. 4, lower left graph). It the CP Opt scenario the
hydrogen–coal–CCS chain is being introduced at an exceed-
ingly large scale. Primary energy use is for some 30% based
on coal (Fig. 7, lower right graph) which is converted to hydro-
gen while capturing and storing in the order of 4.5 billion ton
of carbon per year. The hydrogen is used for over 75% in the
transport sector (Fig. 6, lower right graph). This can be induced
by a rather modest carbon tax, as is seen from Fig. 9. The way
to use hydrogen while at the same time reducing carbon emis-
sions is the large-scale conversion of natural gas into hydrogen
with CCS, starting already around 2020, and gradually switch-
ing feedstock from gas to oil and from 2050 onwards to coal
(Fig. 4, lower right graph).

Evidently, this expansion of the hydrogen economy hinges
on the availability of CCS options at the presumed declining
cost levels used in this simulation. It also presumes that the
associated risks are acceptable in those regions where it will
occur at the largest scale: USA, East Asia, OECD Europe and
South Asia. As CCS plays such a dominant role in our results,
while the technology itself still needs to be tested at large scale,
we have also simulated a scenario in which CCS is assumed
to be not available. As one would expect, there is now a rapid
growth in the use of non-carbon options for electric power gen-
eration such as nuclear and wind/solar (Fig. 10, right graph). At
the same time the use of hydrogen from biomass in the trans-
port sector increases rapidly because the cost-effective options
of hydrogen from fossil fuels with CCS is no longer available
(Fig. 10, left graph). Hydrogen production from fossil energy
carriers becomes much less attractive. Only hydrogen from nat-
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ural gas is competitive in some markets and starts even much
earlier now, around 2020, than in the other scenarios. Later on,
also the SMR option becomes interesting because its disadvan-
tage with regard to CCS, namely that a costly CO2 distribu-
tion network is required, does not matter anymore. As a result,
world hydrogen demand is lower than in the other optimistic
scenario variants and world coal use nearly vanishes.

4.3. Impact of hydrogen on future energy systems

4.3.1. Carbon intensity
The results in the previous section show that the environ-

mental consequences of hydrogen use for carbon emissions
are ambivalent. Without CP, carbon emissions are likely to in-
crease with hydrogen use but at the same time it creates rela-
tively cheap carbon mitigation options. Fig. 11 compares the
influence of hydrogen on carbon intensity of primary and sec-
ondary energy flows. Without CP, the primary carbon intensity
increases with hydrogen use, as coal is substituting oil and nat-
ural gas. Secondary energy carbon intensity decreases with hy-
drogen use as hydrogen, with zero carbon content, substitutes
for oil. With CP, primary energy intensity is similar for all sce-
narios, because carbon emissions are constrained to a 450 ppmv
stabilisation scenario. Secondary energy carbon intensity still
decreases by the use of hydrogen.

This finding is in contrast with Barreto et al. [13], who devel-
oped a sustainable hydrogen scenario with a strongly decreas-

ing primary carbon intensity, due to production of hydrogen
from solar thermal and natural gas. However, it is in agreement
with the scenarios described in Edmonds et al. [14], who also
found that coal is an attractive hydrogen feedstock without CP.

4.3.2. Configuration of the future hydrogen energy system
In Section 2.2 we described three main configurations with

respect to future hydrogen production that can be identified
from the literature: large-scale production of hydrogen from
fossil sources, mainly coal and natural gas; a fossil-based hy-
drogen system with CCS; and renewable hydrogen production,
based on biomass gasification, direct solar thermal hydrogen
production and electrolysis from solar or wind electricity. Us-
ing the optimistic scenario, we were able to simulate three vari-
ants of these configurations. The variant without CP produces
hydrogen from coal; the variant with CP produces hydrogen
from coal with CCS or, if CCS is not available, from biomass
and natural gas. We then analysed the total system costs, de-
fined as the annuitised total capital costs in the energy sys-
tem relative to the baseline scenario. The results are plotted
against the penetration of non-carbon options in primary energy
(Fig. 12, left part) and hydrogen in secondary energy (Fig. 12,
right part).

Without CP, the line coincident with the x-axis represents
the baseline scenario, which has about 30% contribution from
non-fossil sources (wind, solar, nuclear, modern biomass) by
2100 and no hydrogen penetration. With optimistic assumptions
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(NoCP OPT), hydrogen could penetrate the global secondary
energy market up to 40% by 2100, at 17% lower overall en-
ergy system costs and almost halving the contribution of non-
fossil sources. With a climate constraint, the baseline scenario
(Baseline CP CCS) shows an increased contribution from non-
fossil sources, to almost 60% by 2100 and an increase of costs
compared to the baseline without CP. In this case, the intro-
duction of hydrogen again decreases the share of non-fossil
energy sources and lowers the overall energy system costs
with 8% by 2100. Evidently, if the CCS option is not avail-
able for whatever reason, the market penetration of non-fossil
sources increases further and energy system costs increase sig-
nificantly for the baseline scenario (Baseline CP NoCCS). How-
ever, combined with optimistic hydrogen assumptions (OPT CP
NoCCS), the share of non-fossil energy sources is not influenced
and costs decrease below the non-climate baseline scenario
by 2100.

5. Comparison with other studies

As has been emphasised throughout this paper, there are
many uncertainties in any assessment of the prospects of hydro-
gen as an energy carrier. Some of these have been addressed by
using a range (optimistic-intermediate-pessimistic); others are
dealt with in the form of scenarios. A third way is to compare
our results with studies done by others—although one cannot
exclude collective bias. We chose the fraction of hydrogen in
secondary energy markets over time and worldwide as the in-
dicator for comparison (Fig. 13). Included are only scenarios
which expect any role at all for hydrogen, which in itself is a bi-
ased representation. Nevertheless, some lessons can be drawn.

The fraction of secondary energy used in the form of hydro-
gen is in our optimistic scenario higher than in the scenarios
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Fig. 13. Comparison of hydrogen use in several long-term studies. Studies
focusing only on the transport sector are included under the assumption that
this sector counts for 30% of the total secondary energy use.

by Edmonds et al. [14] and Azar et al. [12], but still lower
than in the one by Barreto et al. [13]. If we relax the opti-
mistic assumptions on hydrogen costs, our simulated pathway
drops even below the scenarios of Edmonds et al. [14] and Azar
et al. [12].

A more detailed comparison with the study by Edmonds
et al. [14] suggests several similarities. Although in TIMER the
hydrogen energy system initially develops slower than in the
MiniCAM model, both indicate coal gasification as the main
hydrogen production technology—and both therefore calcu-
late an increase in CO2 emissions and point at the enhanced
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potential role of CCS as the main consequence of hydrogen
in mitigation scenarios. The study by Barreto et al. [13] is
much more optimistic on the future role of hydrogen in the
global energy system. This may be a consequence of the as-
sumed high environmental awareness in the B1-H2 scenario
that they developed. Another difference is the application of
micropower CHP systems from mobile fuel cells, an option
not included in our simulations. A comparison with Azar
et al. [45] is more difficult, as their model simulates the
transport sector only. Yet, their results for the transport sector
are similar to those in our optimistic scenario and project a
major shift from oil to hydrogen in the second half of the
century.

6. Conclusion

In this analysis we present results of model-based explo-
rations to the role of hydrogen in future energy systems under
various assumptions on technology development and CP. Con-
trary to existing literature, we included a wide range of uncer-
tainties in our scenarios, resulting in a broader overall context
that explains existing studies from a different perspective. The
results lead us to the following conclusions.

• Hydrogen will probably not play an important role before
mid-21st century in the world energy system, neither with
nor without climate policy. Thereafter it can become a major
secondary energy carrier but only under optimistic assump-
tions. The transport sector is the key market; even under less
optimistic assumptions hydrogen might play a role here. Air
pollution from combustion of fossil fuels might be an ad-
ditional motivation to use hydrogen in the transport sector.
The best prospects are in OECD Europe and Japan, where
energy prices are relatively high due to high taxes and low
indigenous resources. The build-up of a large-scale hydro-
gen infrastructure, in particular for transport, plays a crucial
role.

• Coal- and natural-gas-based technologies seem to be eco-
nomically most attractive for hydrogen production, with
and without CP. In particular coal gasification and SMR
are cost-competitive. Partial oxidation of oil, biomass gasi-
fication, electrolysis and solar thermal hydrogen produc-
tion are more expensive and play consequently a minor
role. Under carbon constraints, the fossil-fuel-based hy-
drogen production technologies are still the most attractive
combined with CCS; if CCS is not available, the pre-
ferred hydrogen path shifts towards biomass and natural
gas.

• Three typical configurations in future hydrogen production
can be distinguished in different scenarios. We reproduced
the three typical configurations also found in the literature
and found them related to assumptions on CP and technology
availability. Without CP, we found large-scale hydrogen pro-
duction from fossil sources (like Edmonds et al. [14]); with
CP, we found large-scale hydrogen production from fossil
sources with CCS (like Edmonds et al. [14]); in case of CP
but with CCS not available, we found the development of

a renewable energy-based hydrogen production system (like
Barreto et al. [13]).

• Without CP, CO2 emissions from energy systems with hy-
drogen are likely to be higher than those of systems without
hydrogen. The reason for this result is that hydrogen is pro-
duced at the lowest cost from coal—hence, coal will be a
substitute for oil in the primary energy supply and deliver
hydrogen as a secondary energy carrier, particularly for the
transport sector.

• Energy systems with hydrogen respond more flexibly and at
lower marginal abatement cost to CP. The reason for this is
related to the previous conclusion: the use of hydrogen pro-
vides new and presumably cheap carbon emission reduction
options in the form of centralised CCS.
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Appendix A. Key characteristics of the TIMER 2.0 model

The formula that allocates the market share among energy
carriers in the sub-models of TIMER 2.0 is the multinomial
logit model:

IMSi = e−�Ci

∑
e−�Ci

.

IMSi is the indicated share of total investments for energy car-
rier i, � is the so-called logit parameter that determines the sen-
sitivity of markets to price changes and Ci is the cost of energy
carrier i. The latter may include other factors than the price of
the energy carrier, such as premium factors and cost increases
due to carbon taxes. In this analysis we used no premium fac-
tors on hydrogen. It should be noted that the multinomial logit
is used to determine shares in new investment, which implies
that the actual market shares respond much slower.

The concept of learning-by-doing describes the dynamics
of decreasing cost with increasing cumulative production. The
measure for technological learning is the progress ratio (PR),
which is derived from the experience curve. This curve is gen-
erally described as follows:

y = y0 ∗ C−�.

In this equation y is the unit cost as a function of the output,
y0 is the cost of the first unit produced, C is the cumulative
production over time and � is the learning coefficient. The
factor 2� is called the PR, which is mostly used to indicate the
learning capacities of a technology [46].

Appendix B. Key assumptions for the hydrogen scenarios

The key assumptions for the hydrogen scenarios are given
in Tables B1–B6.
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Table B1
Scenario assumptions on hydrogen production efficiency

Coal Oil Gas Biomass Electrolysis Solar Small-scale
gasification (%) (POX) (%) (SMR) (%) gasification (%) (%) thermal SMR (%)

Pessimistic
2005–2100 60 50 75 50 75 N/A 75

Intermediate
2005 60 50 75 50 80 N/A 75
2050 62.5 70 82 62.5 82 N/A 82
2100 65 75 85 65 85 N/A 85

Optimistic
2005 60 70 75 50 80 N/A 75
2030 62.5 72.5 82.5 62.5 82 N/A 82
2100 67.5 77.5 87.5 67.5 85 N/A 85

Table B2
Scenario assumptions for hydrogen production investment cost parameters

Variable Coal Oil Gas Biomass Electrolysis Solar Small-scale
gasification (POX) (SMR) gasification thermal SMR

Pessimistic
Initial inv. cost 1150 $/kW 700 $/kW 400 $/kW 1150 $/kW 575 $/kW 2875 $/kW 3000 $/kW
PR 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88

Intermediate
Initial inv. cost 1000 $/kW 600 $/kW 350 $/kW 1000 $/kW 500 $/kW 2500 $/kW 3000 $/kW
PR 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84

Optimistic
Initial inv. cost 900 $/kW 550 $/kW 300 $/kW 900 $/kW 450 $/kW 2250 $/kW 2700 $/kW
PR 0.785 0.785 0.785 0.785 0.785 0.785 0.785

Table B3
Assumptions on carbon capture and sequestration

Technology Capital cost ($/kW) Efficiency loss (%) CO2 capture (%)

Coal (Gasification) 197 3 95
Oil (POX) 185 2 95
Natural gas (SMR) 76 2 88

Table B4
Scenario assumptions for hydrogen transport cost

Hydrogen demand (GJ/capita) Pessimistic ($/GJ) Intermediate Optimistic

0 12 10 $/GJ 10 $/GJ
20 10 6.5 $/GJ 5 $/GJ
50 8 5 $/GJ 2 $/GJ
70 6 3
100 6 3
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Table B5
Scenario assumptions for local hydrogen distribution cost

t Industry Transport Residential Services Other
($/GJ) ($/GJ) ($/GJ) ($/GJ) ($/GJ)

Pessimistic
2005 2 6 3 2 3
2100 1 4 2 1 3

Intermediate
2005 2 5 3 2 3
2050 1 3 2 1 3
2100 0.75 2 1.5 0.75 3

Optimistic
2005 1 4.5 2 1 3
2030 0.75 3 1.5 0.75 3
2100 0.50 1 1 0.50 3

Table B6
Scenario assumptions for fuel cell investment cost and transport sector efficiency

t Industry Residential Service Other Transport FC � transport sector
($/kW) ($/kW) ($/kW) ($/kW) ($/kW) (%)

Pessimistic
2005 1500 1400 1400 1500 1200 36
2100 800 500 500 800 250

Intermediate
2005 1500 1400 1400 1500 1200 36
2050 800 500 500 800 250 45
2100 500 300 300 500 200 45

Optimistic
2005 1350 1400 1400 1500 1200 40
2030 100 100 100 100 100 50
2100 50 50 50 100 50 60
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